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OVERVIEW



OpenAI’s ChatGPT, a language model chatbot with the ability to

generate human-like answers, was opened to the public in

November 2022, and the internet was quickly abuzz with

excitement. In less than a week, it surpassed one million users, with

people employing it for things like coding and writing essays.

Netizens shared numerous examples of their conversations with

the bot and its ability to write various forms of text.

Volumes peaked on 22 January when Microsoft announced that it

would be making a multi-billion dollar investment in OpenAI, the

makers of ChatGPT. Previously the company had invested USD 3

billion in the AI developer.

Some of its limitations were quickly pointed out, such as little

understanding of context and background information, lack of

common sense and general knowledge, incorrect or misleading

information, and the fact that its knowledge is still restricted to

2021 data.

Criticism quickly emerged, such as concerns about ramifications

regarding education, journalism and marketing. Additionally,

ethical considerations such as bias, misuse and abuse of the

technology, impact on job displacement and loss of human

interaction, privacy, and security emerged as points of concern. 

Experts warned that the chatbot's output should be fact-checked

for accuracy, and used responsibly and with caution. This led to

about 22K negative mentions or 12% of the total volume.
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VOLUME
OVER TIME

After ChatGPT become available on November 30, news quickly gained momentum as it spread across

social and traditional media. The topic generated over 200K mentions over a two-month period in the

UK and USA and involved over 90K unique authors. At first, users were quite enthusiastic about the new

chatbot and its potentiality and mostly shared their thoughts, concerns and experiences with the app.

The news of Microsoft’s investment was among the most shared and contributed to the peaks at the

end of January.

Numerous netizens and online media

shared their thoughts on ChatGPT

and how it will affect certain

industries in the future. Many shared

their experiences with the app, while

some pointed out that entrepreneur

Elon Muck cofounded the startup

OpenAI, responsible for creating the

chatbot.

New York City’s public

schools banned access to

ChatGPT over cheating

concerns and fears of

negative impact on learning.

Rumours that Microsoft plans

to acquire 49% of OpenAI,

the maker of ChatGPT.

Microsoft confirmed a

multibillion-dollar

investment in ChatGPT

maker OpenAI. Many pointed

out that the investment

came days after the company

cut 10,000 human jobs.

https://twitter.com/random_walker/status/1598383507214020608
https://twitter.com/goodside/status/1598129631609380864
https://twitter.com/TxTweetHrt/status/1599427466103500800
https://twitter.com/WSJ/status/1611418599133954064
https://twitter.com/WatcherGuru/status/1612647024389750785
https://www.nytimes.com/2023/01/23/business/microsoft-chatgpt-artificial-intelligence.html?smtyp=cur&smid=tw-nytimes
https://www.nytimes.com/2023/01/23/business/microsoft-chatgpt-artificial-intelligence.html?smtyp=cur&smid=tw-nytimes
https://twitter.com/TheCristianPM/status/1617543839430107137


Negativity was driven largely by people worrying because the chatbot passed some of the most difficult

tests in the US education system and was the culprit of exam cheating scandals. A lot of people voiced

their concerns over its negative impact on many industries, especially education and IT. Some also

feared that it will eventually take over human jobs and even make Google obsolete. News that Russian

hackers used it to write malicious pieces of code also contributed to the negativity. Experts pointed out

that the AI could pose a cybersecurity risk.

Another big factor behind the negative sentiment was the news that ChatGPT’s creator, OpenAI, used

outsourced Kenyan labourers earning less than USD 2 per hour, which further provoked criticism. The

service was also condemned for giving biased and discriminatory answers, with some calling it

dangerous.

The positivity around ChatGPT revolved around netizens and media excitedly sharing news about the

launch of the service and their experimentation with it. Many called it “better than Google”, “the next big

thing”, and one of the most impressive technological innovations.

 
84%
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4%
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SENTIMENT
The neutral sentiment dominated the sentiment

split with 84% of the volume. It came from people

sharing stories about the chatbot and Microsoft’s

investment, without any subjective claims.

https://twitter.com/mattturck/status/1617535999210360834
https://twitter.com/deniswirtz/status/1617514385509076992
https://twitter.com/CNET/status/1600876351568973824
https://twitter.com/PawlowskiMario/status/1615647054402822144
https://twitter.com/billyperrigo/status/1615682180201447425
https://twitter.com/LukasPlatinsky/status/1599869629723480064
https://twitter.com/halfeatenmind/status/1615468025586798593
https://twitter.com/goodside/status/1598129631609380864
https://twitter.com/devinjelliot/status/1598732448598470661
https://twitter.com/ChuckDBrooks/status/1602092174736236544
https://twitter.com/fanchyna/status/1599808892154032129
https://twitter.com/MadYakK/status/1598428637979561984
https://twitter.com/WatcherGuru/status/1612647024389750785


While some simply retweeted the content, many others talked about how their interactions with the

bot went. One of the key topics of discussion on Twitter was how the AI managed to beat several school,

university and licensing exams. Another popular theme was coding and how the tool could be used to

write code with user prompts. People also talked about ChatGPT’s limitations and how it was not

perfect. Tumblr and Blogs accounted for 2% and 1% of the volumes, respectively, with the content being

very similar to that on Twitter.

News came in second with 26% of the volume. The biggest volume driver was Microsoft, due to both the

company’s investment in OpenAI and the integration of ChatGPT in the Azure cloud platform. Other

outlets paid attention to the pressure that ChatGPT had put on other big companies such as Apple and

Google. News sources also focused on the fact that the bot had easily managed to pass several exams in

the USA. Journalists wrote articles about the AI’s potential impact on the school system and how

students had already started using it. Cybersecurity was also covered as news pieces noted that

ChatGPT gave a prime opportunity for cybercriminals to use and abuse it.

Forums were the third biggest source (9%), with users sharing and discussing news surrounding the AI

programme. The main conversations revolved around the IT industry and how people could be affected

by malware and phishing emails created using ChatGPT. Another major topic was how students use the

app to write their homework and term papers and thus trick teachers.
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MEDIA TYPE
BREAKDOWN Twitter was the main volume source with 62% of all

mentions. Users actively shared news about

ChatGPT: from its launch and the various ways it

was used to Microsoft’s major investments in the

developers of the app, OpenAI.

Twitter News Forums Tumblr Blogs Reviews

150,000 

100,000 

50,000 

0 

https://twitter.com/goodside/status/1598129631609380864
https://twitter.com/Carnage4Life/status/1598332648723976193
https://twitter.com/noor_siddiqui_/status/1617194845810077697
https://twitter.com/gabe_ragland/status/1598068207994429441
https://twitter.com/DataChaz/status/1610556519531089921
https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/other/microsoft-s-multibillion-dollar-openai-investment-comes-with-new-level-of-secrecy/ar-AA16EPdi
https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/other/chatgpt-coming-to-azure-new-integration-shows-how-microsoft-will-leverage-openai-partnership/ar-AA16rFEn
https://consent.yahoo.com/v2/collectConsent?sessionId=3_cc-session_66e8a300-cbe5-495f-b812-c98bba734c38
https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/news/elon-musk-reacts-as-chatgpt-aces-professional-exams/ar-AA16EhDB
https://consent.yahoo.com/v2/collectConsent?sessionId=3_cc-session_0cae57d6-b247-4432-8d8c-045262d4c043
https://www.msn.com/en-gb/video/news/chatgpt-cybercriminals-salivate-over-world-beating-ai-chatbot/vi-AA16jG25
https://malwaretips.com/threads/cybercrooks-are-telling-chatgpt-to-create-malicious-code.119856/
https://mastodon.social/@axios/109636331068789672
https://www.dslreports.com/forum/r33576598-University-students-recruit-AI-to-write-essays-for-them-Now-what~start=30#1691829
https://twitter.com/miramurati/status/1598018010614501376
https://twitter.com/WatcherGuru/status/1617526645296082945


One of the sectors in which ChatGPT was
found most useful is IT. The conversation
around IT and cybersecurity generated 50K
mentions. A lot of the volume was comprised
of people testing the app’s ability to write
code, with impressive results. Netizens were
blown away by its versatility and ability to
provide correctly written code in a matter of
seconds. Although it was described as
inconsistent at times and missing some
important parts, users still found it impressive.
Many commented that AI will only get better
at writing and debugging code and that
some other tools like Stack Overflow and
Google would become redundant. Some
even warned that it could replace developers
and software engineers but agreed it was in
the far future.

IMPACT ON TOP SECTORS
IT INDUSTRY

Stack Overflow, one of the Internet’s largest
coding resources, temporarily banned the AI
chatbot after users answered programming
questions with its responses. The forum’s
moderators said that the answers were
convincing but often incorrect.

Many people expressed their fears that the
technology could be used to write malicious
code and that some were already exploiting
ChatGPT to develop malware. News outlets
and users reported that ChatGPT had
vulnerabilities and that its defences could be
circumvented by more savvy people and
could be abused.
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https://twitter.com/semil/status/1600246885553274882
https://twitter.com/DesmondDHughes/status/1600245782866669569
https://twitter.com/CIOdive/status/1600163848492765192
https://venturebeat.com/security/chatgpt-ransomware-malware/
https://twitter.com/semil/status/1600246885553274882
https://indieweb.social/@yvg/109468897316930725
https://twitter.com/AaronKGumbs/status/1600240071164108800
https://twitter.com/FinnBaseley/status/1600207113967443968
https://twitter.com/DesmondDHughes/status/1600245782866669569
https://twitter.com/gethypedllc/status/1603149261717540866
https://twitter.com/nat_snacks/status/1610784377574940672
https://twitter.com/CIOdive/status/1600163848492765192
https://twitter.com/KirkDBorne/status/1612848293284806656
https://venturebeat.com/security/chatgpt-ransomware-malware/
https://twitter.com/IntEngineering/status/1615106752281825280
https://twitter.com/OccupySec2023/status/1616185199590604800


Education was the sector with the second
highest volume (over 44K mentions). The
main fears of many when it comes to
education and the use of ChatGPT revolved
around plagiarism and the AI potentially
worsening academic standards. There were
concerns that teachers would not be able to
tell when a student is cheating and that it
would rob students of their motivation to
write and think for themselves. Some
students even admitted to using ChatGPT
during final exams. For this reason, some
school districts and universities in the US,
Australia, Ireland and other countries banned
or restricted the use of ChatGPT. Users also
shared the worrying news that the AI chatbot
passed some of the most challenging
American professional exams, such as the US
medical licensing exam, Wharton MBA and
the bar exam.

IMPACT ON TOP SECTORS
EDUCATION

The potential for cheating prompted OpenAI
to agree that it will assist teachersin
recognising work written by its AI. Separately
Princeton senior Edward Tian created an app
called GPTZero meant to combat bot misuse
by checking its level of involvement in
creating texts.

Some people viewed the chatbot as
beneficial and pointed out that the tool could
help students improve their creativity, writing
and learning skills. OpenAI's CEO Sam Altman
commented that as people have adapted to
calculators, they should also embrace GPT.
Some experts agreed with him and remarked
that schools should try using the software to
their advantage.
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https://twitter.com/collegeadvice/status/1617640573589938191
https://list23.com/1143365-openai-will-assist-teachers-in-recognizing-work-written-by-a-chatgpt-ai-bot/
https://twitter.com/The74/status/1611477206055665664
https://twitter.com/ArtVandelay2021/status/1617634320776331266
https://twitter.com/collegeadvice/status/1617640573589938191
https://twitter.com/random_walker/status/1598383507214020608
https://twitter.com/bayareahiker2/status/1617632979798593537
https://www.forbes.com/sites/ariannajohnson/2023/01/18/chatgpt-in-schools-heres-where-its-banned-and-how-it-could-potentially-help-students/?sh=1ed412906e2c&utm_medium=social&utm_source=ForbesMainTwitter&utm_campaign=socialflowForbesMainTwitter
https://twitter.com/dez_blanchfield/status/1617333191798362112
https://twitter.com/AbdulHai23/status/1617577576641474563
https://twitter.com/noor_siddiqui_/status/1617194845810077697
https://twitter.com/ArtVandelay2021/status/1617634320776331266
https://twitter.com/AlexHalfAlien/status/1617642105165451266
https://list23.com/1143365-openai-will-assist-teachers-in-recognizing-work-written-by-a-chatgpt-ai-bot/
https://www.kgou.org/science-technology-and-environment/science-technology-and-environment/2023-01-17/this-22-year-old-is-trying-to-save-us-from-chatgpt-before-it-changes-writing-forever
https://twitter.com/DataChaz/status/1612766340321796096
https://twitter.com/The74/status/1611477206055665664
https://www.forbes.com/sites/ariannajohnson/2023/01/18/chatgpt-in-schools-heres-where-its-banned-and-how-it-could-potentially-help-students/?sh=1ed412906e2c&utm_medium=social&utm_source=ForbesMainTwitter&utm_campaign=socialflowForbesMainTwitter
https://gizmodo.com/chatgpt-openai-ceo-sam-altman-schools-cheating-1850011314?utm_source=twitter&utm_medium=SocialMarketing&utm_campaign=dlvrit&utm_content=gizmodo
https://headtopics.com/sg/commentary-students-could-use-chatgpt-to-cheat-but-it-s-a-chance-to-rethink-assessment-altogether-34425727


Media & Journalism accounted for roughly
13K of the mentions, with many of the
mentions focusing on ChatGPT’s ability to
generate articles, reports, opinion pieces,
poems, scripts and whole stories. This proved
to be one of the greatest concerns when
discussing the technology. It produced
different forms of written content with a level
of complexity and detail that can be difficult
to distinguish from content written by a
human. Some noted that this was a threat to
journalists, writers, content creators and
marketers because its use could lead to
automating the production of certain types of
content and to a reduction in the need for
human workers and a decrease in the quality
of this type of content. Many also expressed
fears about the use of ChatGPT for the
creation of fake news stories and the ability to
spam human-like comments and social
media posts that support a certain harmful
agenda.

IMPACT ON TOP SECTORS
MEDIA & JOURNALISM

On the other side, many pointed out that bot-
written stories were full of errors and
inconsistencies and that one of the biggest
challenges will be ensuring the accuracy and
credibility of AI-generated content. Users
agreed that it had the potential to
revolutionise the marketing and journalism
industry and offers a variety of benefits, like
saving hours of work.

The use of ChatGPT also sparked a debate
when it came to music and arts. Users shared
examples of the chatbot’s ability to create
poetry, song lyrics and short stories, often in
the style of famous artists and writers. Many
questioned if those could be called art as
they were created by a machine.
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https://dev.to/thawkin3/how-chatgpt-will-help-content-creators-write-opinion-pieces-more-easily-23d9
https://twitter.com/PatchAdams03/status/1613200215174963200
https://twitter.com/noamscheiber/status/1603774769068998656
https://twitter.com/Red7team/status/1613725192123031552
https://twitter.com/socueme/status/1613571691929825280
https://twitter.com/HillmanB/status/1603055838704422913
https://dev.to/thawkin3/how-chatgpt-will-help-content-creators-write-opinion-pieces-more-easily-23d9
https://twitter.com/EmmetPeppers/status/1600363411598372864
https://twitter.com/PatchAdams03/status/1613200215174963200
https://twitter.com/karlprosser/status/1600025658364923906
https://twitter.com/noamscheiber/status/1603774769068998656
https://twitter.com/sb93108/status/1617355866994544642
https://twitter.com/Red7team/status/1613725192123031552
https://twitter.com/harveyprofits/status/1599814851764764672
https://twitter.com/TomPick/status/1617533235310874626
https://twitter.com/TomPick/status/1617533235310874626
https://twitter.com/meyer0656/status/1617550970019536897
https://twitter.com/Robogeek/status/1600173478375612420
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MOST
ENGAGING
POSTS

 The most engaging post came from energy expert Alex Epstein. His post on Twitter showed that ChatGPT

was updated by the developers to be against fossil fuels and nuclear energy.  Sam Altman, CEO of OpenAI,

announced the launch of ChatGPT, while journalist Billy Perrigo shared his article about OpenAI

outsourcing some of the tweaking of the chatbot to Kenyan workers who earn less than USD 2 per hour.

Other popular posts consisted of tips and tricks on how to use the app and people sharing their

experiences with it.

1

2

3

4
AUTHOR: Chris Cunningham

SOURCE: Twitter

ENGAGEMENT: 8.1K RT, 304 Quote

Tweets, 9.9K Likes

AUTHOR: Billy Perrigo

SOURCE: Twitter

ENGAGEMENT: 9.5K RT, 2.2K Quote

Tweets, 20.4K Likes

AUTHOR: Sam Altman

SOURCE: Twitter

ENGAGEMENT: 5.5K RT, 1.7K

Quote Tweets, 26.9K Likes

AUTHOR: Alex Epstein

SOURCE: Twitter

ENGAGEMENT: 5.8K RT, 1.6K Quote

Tweets, 30.9K Likes

https://twitter.com/AlexEpstein/status/1606347326624215040
https://twitter.com/billyperrigo/status/1615682180201447425
https://twitter.com/sama/status/1598038815599661056
https://twitter.com/ChrisClickUp/status/1612098574019612674


APPENDIX
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Markets: USA & UK

Language: English

Period: November 2022 – January 2023

Platform: Brandwatch

Media Types: Twitter, Forums, News,

Reviews, Tumblr, Blogs
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